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Introduction

Summary
Statin-associated myopathy (SAM) represents a broad spectrum
of disorders from insignificant myalgia to fatal rhabdomyolysis.
Its frequency ranges from 1-5 % in clinical trials to 15-20 % in
everyday clinical practice. To a large extent, these variations can
be explained by the definition used. Thus, we propose a scoring
system to classify statin-induced myopathy according to clinical
and biochemical criteria as 1) possible, 2) probable or 3) definite.
The etiology of this disorder remains poorly understood. Most
probably, an underlying genetic cause is necessary for overt SAM
to develop. Variants in a few gene groups that encode proteins
involved in: i) statin metabolism and distribution (e.g. membrane
transporters and enzymes; OATP1B1, ABCA1, MRP, CYP3A4),
ii) coenzyme Q10 production (e.g. COQ10A and B), iii) energy
metabolism of muscle tissue (e.g. PYGM, GAA, CPT2) and several
others have been proposed as candidates which can predispose
to

SAM.

Pharmacological

properties

of

individual

statin

molecules (e.g. lipophilicity, excretion pathways) and patients´
characteristics influence the likelihood of SAM development. This
review summarizes current data as well as our own results.
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Statins are an extremely powerful and wellestablished class of drugs. Numerous experimental and
clinical data support their use for a wide range of
indications and clinical situations. Most patients treated
with statins tolerate statins without difficulty; even longterm treatment has not been associated with deleterious
impact to any particular organ system. Given the
increasing number of indications for statins and the
growing number of users, more attention has been drawn
to the side effects of statin therapy. Contrary to
randomized clinical trials, where the occurrence of
adverse reactions ranges between 1 and 5 %, actual
clinical experience, as reported in the literature, suggests
that the number of undesirable effects stemming from
statin use is much higher (15-20 %).
Statin-associated myopathy (SAM) represents
one of the most significant and frequent side effects of
these drugs, and it is estimated that up to two thirds of all
statin-related side effects involve muscle tissue (Raju
et al. 2013). Observational studies suggest that 10-15 %
of statin users develop some type of muscle problem
(Abd and Jacobson 2011). It is estimated that almost
30 % of statin discontinuations occur within the first year
of treatment and are most likely due to adverse side
effects (Kamal-Bahl et al. 2007). Despite the literature
being relatively rich on this topic, uncertainty continues
and ranges from its definition and underlying
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mechanisms, to treatment options.

Definition of statin-associated myopathy
A universally accepted definition of SAM does
not exist. Typically, SAM is understood to be any
muscular symptoms occurring during statin treatment
(with or without elevations of creatine kinase in the
serum) that resolve on treatment interruption. However,
attempts at an unambiguous definition have been
problematic for several reasons. First, SAM has a highly
variable clinical presentation ranging from muscle
tenderness, cramping and muscle aches to weakness and,
the far more serious, rhabdomyolysis. Both patients and
physicians often ascribe arthralgia or common muscle
tiredness following exercise to statins. Second, all of
these symptoms are non-specific and a single symptom
differentiating
SAM
from
common
myalgia
accompanying other diseases (e.g. viral or bacterial
infections, rheumatoid and orthopedic diseases, endocrine
disorders, etc.) has not been identified. Third, symptoms
of SAM are subjective in nature and there is not a reliable
marker that proves the diagnosis, particularly when
referring to milder forms of the disorder. Fourth, the lack
of a uniform definition of SAM leads to misclassification
of some cases, which hampers evaluation and comparison
with those cases presented in the literature.
Therefore, a scoring system classifying the
probability of SAM based on patients´ history, clinical
picture and laboratory markers would be useful. Table 1
summarizes the clinical and biochemical criteria of SAM.
Table 1. Clinical and laboratory criteria of SAM (StatinAssociated Myopathy).

Characteristics
Typical clinical picture of muscle aches
(symmetrical, dull pain or tenderness)
Occurrence within 4 weeks from the
initiation therapy
Resolving with the interruption of therapy
Family history of SAM
Elevations of CK > 5xULN
Positive re-challenge test
Confirmed rhabdomyolysis
Histological confirmation of SAM

Points
1
1
1
1
2
2
5
5

Possible SAM (1-2 points), Probable SAM (3-4 points), Definite
SAM (5 or more points). CK – creatin kinase, ULN – upper limit of
normal.

Based on the above-outlined criteria, patients
can be classified as having possible SAM (1-2 points),
probable SAM (3-4 points), or definite SAM (5 or more
points). Such classification might aid in the
differentiation of common myalgias from those induced
or worsened by statin therapy. Additionally, it could be
used to enhance the stratification of the severity of SAM
in individual cases.

Mechanisms of statin-associated myopathy
As in many conditions, the exact mechanism of
SAM development remains unknown and, as with other
conditions, the etiology of the disorder is multifactorial.
Putative causal mechanisms include but are not limited to
the following (adapted according to Ghatak et al. 2010):
 Decreased intracellular concentrations of cholesterol
 Reduced production of coenzyme Q10 and related
ubiquinones
 Decreased production of prenylated proteins
 Increased uptake of cholesterol from the
extracellular space
 Increased uptake of phytosterols
 Disruption of calcium metabolism in myocytes
 Decreased renewal of damaged muscle cells via the
ubiquitin pathway
 Inhibition of selenoprotein synthesis
 Genetic factors
 Unmasking of pre-existing muscular disorders
Obviously, other mechanisms could play a role
in the development of SAM in any given particular
individual. Therefore, it may be difficult, or perhaps even
impossible, to identify the most significant contributor to
the development of SAM. However, there are conditions
and patient characteristics which typically increase
susceptibility to all adverse effects of statins, including
SAM; these include higher age, female gender,
concomitant medication usage (see Table 2A), presence
of comorbidities (see Table 2B) and a high level of
physical activity.
High levels of physical activity, in particular,
warrants attention, since increased physical fitness is
generally recommended as a means to reduce the risk of
cardiovascular and other diseases. Indeed, a relationship
between physical activity, statin use and increased risk of
muscular symptoms has been described in some (Parker
et al. 2012, Semple 2012, Mikus et al. 2013), but not all
(Newman 2006) studies. Interestingly, one of the rare,
well-designed, randomized, double-blind trials, which
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tested whether statin administration reduces muscle
strength and adversely impacts overall physical
performance in otherwise healthy individuals, failed to
show any deleterious effects relative to these parameters.
Nevertheless, even this trial documented an increased
frequency of muscle complaints and elevation of creatine
kinase levels in those allocated to active statin treatment
compared to placebo (Parker et al. 2013). However, to
date, this issue has not been examined in any clinical
studies having sufficient power (Krishnan and Thompson
2010).
Table 2. A. Most important inhibitors of cytochrome P450
systems metabolising statins (according to Dosedel et al. 2011).

Isoenzyme CYP3A4
(lovastatin, atorvastatin,
simvastatin)
Protease inhibitors
(indinavir, ritonavir etc.)
Macrolides
(clarithromycin)
Azole antifungal drugs
(ketoconazole,
fluconazole)
Cyclosporin
Diltiazem
Verapamil
Amiodarone
Grapefruit juice

Isoensyme CYP2C9
(rosuvastatin, fluvastatin)
Fluconazole
Amiodarone
Fenofibrate

Fluvoxamin
Sertralin
Vorikonazole

Strong inhibition: results in at least 80 % reduction of statin
clearance; Moderate inhibition: results in 50-80 % reduction of
statin clearance.

Table 2. B. Typical comorbidities predisposing to statinassociated myopathy.

Endocrine

Neurological
Chronic kidney
disease
Chronic liver disease
Rheumatic diseases

Drug addiction

Diabetes mellitus
Thyroid disorders
Cushing´s syndrome
Vitamin D deficiency
Myasthenia gravis
Primary myopathy
Association with GFR
reduction
Viral or autoimmune hepatitis
Systemic lupus erythematosus
Polymyalgia rheumatica
Rheumatoid arthritis
e.g. alcohol, cocaine abuse
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Genetic factors predisposing to SAM
As with many other medical conditions, it has
been suggested that statin-related muscular side effects
have an underlying genetic background that determines
the susceptibility to development. However, it is difficult
to estimate the proportion of genetic and non-genetic
(environmental) factors which lead to the development of
SAM.
The most important genetic determinants of
SAM are summarized in Table 3.
These include variants within the genes
responsible for: 1) statin concentrations in the plasma,
although this does not seem to be the best predictor of the
risk of undesirable statin side effects, 2) muscle
vascularization, 3) regulation of intracellular statin
concentrations in the myocytes, and 4) the development
of rare disorders linked to muscle tissue energy
metabolism, as well as several other conditions.
The first studies searching for variants
associated with SAM utilized the candidate gene
approach (primarily using a case-control study design).
However, the application of this method is problematic
given that the exact molecular mechanisms of SAM
remain unclear. Thus, research has focused on gene
variants within the putative metabolic pathways, e.g. fatty
acid oxidation, isoprenoid production with the resulting
decreased bioavailability of coenzyme Q, etc. (reviewed
by Abd and Jacobson 2011). The studies focused on
variants within genes having known biological functions,
primarily statin transporters or statin metabolizing
enzymes (reviewed by Hubacek 2014, Needham and
Mastaglia 2014). Variants in genes involved in (i) lipid
metabolism [e.g. hydroxymethylglutaryl coenzyme A
(HMG-CoA)], (ii) reductase and (iii) apolipoprotein E
(APOE) genes which also play a role in statin treatment
efficacy, have been less frequently implicated in
susceptibility to SAM. For example, the reduced
treatment efficacy associated with the APOE4 allele
could reflect an undetected higher rate of treatment
discontinuation due to the increased prevalence of SAM
and other adverse effects of statins (Hubacek and Vrablik
2011).
Variants within the genes coding for the
cytochrome
P450 (CYP) enzyme
superfamily
(http://cypalleles.ki.se) are among the most widely
studied in the context of SAM. In particular, variants
within the genes for CYP2D6 (coumarin 7 hydroxylase),
CYP3A4 (glucocorticoid inducible p450) and MDR-1
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(multidrug resistance 1, ABCB1 transporter) have been
proposed as being associated with SAM (Frudakis et al.
2007, Zuccaro et al. 2007, Voora et al. 2009). The
limitations of these studies include heterogeneous
populations, small sample sizes and the absence of
confirmatory works. Thus, no definite conclusions can be
drawn at this moment regarding the relative importance
of these gene variations in the development of SAM.
Table 3. Genes with potential to induce SAM.

Genetic variation
accounting for:
Statin plasma
concentration

Factors
Transporters

Enzymes

Muscle tissue
vascularization
Intracellular statin
concentration
Rare disorders of
muscle tissue
energy metabolism
Mitochondrial
myopathies
Variability in
coenzyme Q10
production
Muscular
dystrophy

Calcium
homeostasis
factors

Genes
OATP1B1
OATP1B3
OATP2B1
ABCB1
ABCG2
CYP3A4
CYP3A5
CYP2C8
CYP1A2
CYP2
AGTR 1
NOS 3
OATP2B1
MRP1, 4, 5
PYGM
GAA
CPT2

COQ10A
COQ10B
DMD (dystrophin)
MYOT (myotilin)
LMNA (lamin)
CAV3 (caveolin)
RYR (ryanodine
receptors)
ATP1A1
ATP1A2
ATP1B1
(NaKATPase)

Another plausible genetic factor linked to SAM
susceptibility is a variation in the CoQ2 gene encoding
for coenzyme Q10. Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) is one of the
end products of the mevalonate pathway and statins lead
to its depletion in a dose-dependent manner. CoQ10
deficiency has been shown to be associated with an
elevated risk of myopathy (Emmanuele et al. 2012). Two
variants within the CoQ2 gene have been shown to
double the risk of statin intolerance (Oh et al. 2008).
Unfortunately, these results remain to be replicated.
Rare variants within the genes for CYP3A4 and
ABCB1 have been found to be overrepresented in
subjects requiring down-titration of statins and/or
switching from atorvastatin to an alternative, thus
indirectly pointing to their possible association with SAM
(Becker et al. 2010).

GWA studies in the identification of gene
variants predisposing to SAM
Genome-wide association studies (GWAs) were
first used nearly ten years ago and this approach has
found utility in a number of research areas (Leiserson
et al. 2013, Robinson et al. 2014). Using an extensive
analysis of hundreds of thousands of single-nucleotide
polymorphisms with a frequency of at least 5 % in the
population, genetic risk factors for different diseases have
been identified.
The need to gather very large numbers of
individuals with relatively low frequencies of SAM, as
well as the heterogeneity of studies on the topic, hampers
the utility of the GWA approach in the attempt to identify
genetic causes of statin-associated myopathy. To date,
there have only been two GWA studies addressing this
topic. The Search Collaborative Group (2008) identified
SNP rs4149056 (c.521T → C) within the SLCO1B1 gene
as being associated with an almost five times higher risk
of myopathy (per minor allele) in patients taking high
doses of simvastatin. SLCO1B1 codes for the organic
anion-transporting polypeptide 1B1 (OATP1B1), which
is a transmembrane transporter expressed on human
hepatocytes. This transporter not only mediates the
hepatic uptake of statins, it performs the same function
for many endogenous compounds and xenobiotics, as
well (Niemi et al. 2011). Tagging the rs4149056 variant
also significantly affects cholesterol synthesis, although
the exact mechanism is not known (Pasanen et al. 2008).
OATP1B1 mediates the transmembrane traffic
of all statins; however, it has a different relative impact
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on the average concentration of individual statin
molecules. After the administration of a single statin
dose, the area under the curve (AUC) in rare SLCO1B1
variant carriers increases most in simva- and atorvastatin,
while prava- and rosuvastatin concentrations increase
only slightly, while fluvastatin concentrations do not
differ significantly. This might explain why the original
SEARCH results have been confirmed by some
(Donnelly et al. 2011, Carr et al. 2013), but no all (Voora
et al. 2009, Brunham et al. 2012, Danik et al. 2013)
subsequent studies.
A recent summary (Stewart 2013) of those
studies published to date suggested that this test would
have had a better clinical utility for detecting individuals
(TT homozygotes) tolerant to high doses of statins, since
CC carriers (minor allele homozygotes) not only have an
increased risk of SAM, but also often show a lower
response to statin treatment. This relates to the proven
impact of the rs4149056 (c.521T → C) variant on plasma
levels of statins (Niemi et al. 2006, Pasanen et al. 2006,
Pasanen et al. 2007), which may be gender-specific
(Hubacek et al. 2012).
Finally, not only common polymorphisms, but
also rare mutations within this gene, could be associated
with statin-associated myopathy (Furihata et al. 2009).
The second GWA study (Marciante et al. 2011)
examined individuals suffering from rhabdomyolysis
following treatment with cerivastatin, which was
withdrawn from the market in 2001 due to serious
adverse effects (Griffin 2001). While variants within the
above-mentioned SLCO1B1 transporter gene have been
confirmed to positively associate with the risk of SAM,
a variant within the ryanodine receptor 2 gene (RYR-2)
was shown to significantly lower the risk of SAM.
However, it is not known whether this protective effect
can be confirmed in patients treated with other statins,
since this gene polymorphism has not yet been examined
in patients with myalgia/myopathy being treated with
different statins.

Clinical management of SAM
The clinical approach to the management of
statin-associated myopathy has undergone a re-evaluation
and expert societies have published clinical guidelines for
its identification and management (McKenney et al.
2006, Catapano et al. 2011). The American National
Lipid Association (NLA) has summarized the approach to
patients developing SAM as follows.
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Patient monitoring
Patient monitoring includes following points:
1. Obtain baseline CK levels in high-risk
patients (renal dysfunction, liver disease, polypharmacy).
2. Routine CK levels in asymptomatic patients
are not recommended.
3. Consider CK levels in patients with musclerelated symptoms.
4. Rule out other etiologies in other symptomatic
patients, or those with elevated CK levels
(hypothyroidism, trauma, seizures, infection, strenuous
physical activity).
5. Exacerbating factors should be considered
(concomitant medications and herbal remedies).

Management of muscle symptoms
Management of muscle symptoms should be
perfomed according these rules:
1. If intolerable muscle symptoms develop,
discontinue the statin regardless of CK levels and
rechallenge only after the patient becomes asymptomatic.
2. If muscle symptoms are tolerable and CK
elevation is mild (<10 times the upper limit of normal),
statin therapy can be continued and muscle symptoms can
be used as a guide to cease or continue treatment.
3. If muscle symptoms are tolerable and CK
elevation is moderate to severe, discontinue statin therapy
and weigh the risks and benefits.
4. If muscle symptoms are tolerable and CK
elevation is associated with elevated creatinine or the
need for intravenous hydration, discontinue therapy.
The discontinuation of statin therapy remains the
first approach in the management of SAM, in conjunction
with a creatine kinase assessment. Measurement of
myoglobin as another marker of statin induced muscle
injury is not recommended due to its short half-life in the
plasma as well as tight connection of its levels to renal
function. These factors decrease the utility of myoglobin
as a marker of SAM while it remains an important
parameter in the diagnosis and monitoring of
rhabdomyolysis (Premru et al. 2013). A search for
potentially precipitating factors and their treatment
(concomitant medications and comorbidities; see Tables
2A and 2B) should follow.
Rhabdomyolysis requires in-hospital treatment
which includes intensive intravenous hydration, urinary
alkalization and close monitoring to prevent acute renal
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failure due to tubular obstruction from myoglobin
precipitates.
The role of coenzyme Q10 administration has
attracted much attention; however, results from (typically
uncontrolled) published studies have, so far, yielded
variable results. Therefore, the routine administration of
such agents in SAM patients is not yet recommended
(McKenney et al. 2006, Young et al. 2007, Zlatohlavek et
al. 2012).
Vitamin D deficiency can lead to an increased
susceptibility to the development of SAM (Eisen et al.
2014). Therefore, it is not surprising that the clinical
utility of vitamin D supplementation in SAM patients has
been tested in clinical studies. Some patients have shown
better tolerance of statins during vitamin D
supplementation (Glueck et al. 2011). However, the data
remains limited and, therefore, no firm conclusion can be
drawn (Gupta and Thomson 2011).
Most importantly, should the symptoms of SAM
disappear and the precipitating factors be removed, it is
worth trying at least two different statins in an effort to
find a statin which the patient can tolerate. The
introduction of a new statin should be titrated and closely
monitored, starting with the lowest initial dosage. In
a study by Hansen and colleagues, 43 % of patients with
symptomatic SAM were able to tolerate an alternative

statin (Hansen et al. 2005). Testing of several different
statins should be performed before a patient is labelled as
statin-intolerant and switched to a non-statin lipidlowering treatment.

Conclusions
Statin-associated myopathy represents a growing
problem given the increasing use of statins in various
population groups. Genetic background increases the
susceptibility of its development, particularly in subjects
with additional risks. Treatment of SAM involves
a careful assessment of all potential precipitating SAM
factors and their elimination, together with statin
cessation. Switching a patient to an alternative statin
should be considered; additionally,
vitamin D
supplementation might also improve tolerance.
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